
Contemporary Arts Center. The tiered 
structure featured the cocoons at the top 
and cushioned blue pads below it. Galanti’s 
hope was that after emerging from the 
cocoons, the moths would fly. Instead, they 
emerged and immediately began mating. 
Flight was not a biological necessity. Along 
the way, the artist struggled to create work 
that was both aesthetically pleasing and 
functional for her silk moth subjects. 
 So Galanti constructed “Escape Velocity,” 
which debuted at the Contemporary Arts 
Forum in Santa Barbara. The males were 
placed at the base while females were placed 
at slightly raised intervals, forcing the males 
to fly to the females. Those that flew had the 
privilege of mating. Or so the theory went. 
 “I couldn’t control the environment when 
I was there,” Galanti said of the gallery. 
“People were lifting them up. But that was 
part of my intention as well, to create an 
empathetic viewer.”
   Of course, the metaphor of the empathetic 
viewer had its limitations. People might be 

willing to lift a libidinous male a couple of 
inches to a female, but most would also hap-
pily wear a silk shirt produced by boiling 
those same silkworms alive—to say noth-
ing of the working conditions endured by 
the people paid to produce the silk.
   But Galanti is patient. Each year she 
selectively breeds a new generation of 
silk moths, relishing small victories 
such as the recent appearance of brown 

streaks across their wings. Galanti theo-
rized that these markings could be ben-

eficial in terms of outdoor survival—which 
may come in handy, given her plans to raise 
the newest generation of silk moths in her 
backyard. To that end, she also planted 
mulberry trees around her house; come 
spring, they will be swathed in a protective 
netting that will hopefully prevent birds 
from destroying her precious subjects.
 If Galanti’s marriage of art and science 
strikes some as unlikely, prepare to 
be downright flummoxed by her other 
ventures in eco art. Just last year, Galanti 
constructed a forest of copper wire trees 
for an installation titled “If a Tree Falls” at 
Montevallo Art Gallery in Alabama. Her 
inspiration was the thousands-year-old 
ecosystem of long leaf pine trees that had 
been decimated by the logging industry.
 Her greatest resource as an eco artist, 
though, has come from direct experience. 
In 2008, she began volunteering for Pacific 
Wildlife Center. As a result of her work 
with the center, she now shares her home 
with an opossum and a Merlin—a species of 
falcon—which she tours around the county 
for educational purposes. The process of 
feeding the center’s predatory birds frozen 

lab mice isn’t always easy for Galanti. 
 “Nature isn’t just sweet and Disney-like,” 
the artist reflected. “There is death and 
survival.”
 So she began to sketch the frozen mice in 
their dramatic death poses. She calls them 
“little heroes,” nobly serving their role in 
nature’s life cycle, though if they had their 
choice they’d likely opt for another course. 
Through the center, she also gets to play a 
role in rescuing mice, which generates some 
contradictory emotions. 
 But Galanti has become something 

of an expert at dismantling supposed 
antitheses—the socially constructed divide 
between science and art, for example—
and fashioning something beautiful and 
startling. While she insists that she lacks 
sufficient knowledge to be considered a 
biologist, her projects have stepped beyond 
the task of exposing facts about a single 
species of animal—and cast a greater 
portion of light on her own species. ∆

Managing Editor Ashley Schwellenbach can be 
reached at aschwellenbach@newtimesslo.com.
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FACE TO FACE To overcome her fear of moths, Tera Galanti decided to raise silk 
moths in her home. 
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